A challenging environment to develop recreation in!
The linear shape, complex hydrology & topography of this site restricts the
playground to this proposed location. Storm water management is another
limiting factor. There is limited usable space available for active recreation.
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These conditions require that the front parking lot be located 500’ from the
inclusive playground in option “B”.

500’ walking distance between parking lot and inclusive playground

This impervious paved private drive already exists. Shown here as a dotted line on the
existing site illustration. This private road serves 2 homes and is very similar to the
community access road that we are recommending. There is a 15’ buffer between the two
roads in concept “C”. Screening will be added if required. This existing private road is
closer to the homes than the access road would be.

Part of the emergency road already exists. It is currently made of paved stone and is
chained off. It is shown here in gray on the existing site illustration. There would not be
much difference aesthetically if it were paved. Both concepts “B”&”C” extend this road into
the park a little further. (The trees next to the pond are good reference points).

Concept A
Provides the most parking convenience for residents who drive to the park.

Concept A: Adds parking near playground only

Concept B

Concept B: Adds parking at front of park only

Concept C
Concept C: Adds limited parking at the front of the park

Concept A:
C: Adds 2 handicap spots and one drop off spot near playground & turnaround

Concept B

Side by side comparison between Option “B” & “C”. Option “C” increases overall project
costs by $15K (less than 2%). (See details on next slides)

Concept C

Concept B

The 12’ wide access road shown in concept “B” provides police and emergency access only. In C this same access road is
widened to 16’ and is open to park visitors as well as police and emergency vehicles. Three parking spots at the end of
concept C’s access road allows for pavilion drop off and ADA access to the activity zone. Concept “C” requires a separate
walking path paralleling the access road. This area would not be useful for recreation due to slopes and narrowness. Note
that all pavement may be specified and installed as pervious. Pervious material is readily available for this application and
will only require a small to moderate increase in related costs.
The increase in pavement surface in “C” is 1506 SF. (19%). The increase in pathway surface in “C” is 302 SF (2%). The
increase in cost for both materials at today’s dollars is estimated to be around $20k (1%-2%), depending on materials
specified.

Concept C

Concept B

Option “C” shows a reduction in playground size of 1,172 sf (10%). This will result in a reduction in the
cost of the playground surface material of $5K (-5%). The final cost will be determined during playground
development and will depend on funding, equipment selected, and what the Township wants to spend.

Concept C

Concept B

Concept “C” does require a reduction in the size of the Open Water Wetland by .02 acre
(7%). The Open Water Wetland in “B” = .29 acre and in “C” = .27 acre. If we kept the original
pond it would be .45 acre, after renovation.

Concept C

Residents who can benefit from option “C” parking arrangement.
a) 15% of Pennsylvania's residents are disabled and have accessibility needs.
Visitors from outside of our Township will visit Greer Park.
b) 13.6% of Newtown Square residents suffer some form of disability and would
benefit from accessibility improvements at our parks. 6% of our residents suffer
permanent mobility disabilities.
c) Anyone who requires walking as therapy to recover from joint replacement
surgeries, other ailments, or are using crutches. The front parking lot is at the park’s
highest elevation and the path from the parking lot to the central activity zone will
have an incline that might be too steep for some of these folks. Minimizing the
degree of incline will be challenging and costly. The playground loop path offers an
ADA compliant slope that is suitable for residents requiring therapy.
d) Families with children that have physical and non-physical disabilities like downs
syndrome. Some are known as “runners” and 500’ is a challenging distance for some
parents.
e) Elderly grandparents who watch their grandchildren during the week.
f) Families or groups using the pavilion for an event or activity.

ADA Guiding Documents
ADA Guidelines (from US Department of Justice)
Title II applies to State and local government entities, and, in subtitle A, protects
qualified individuals with disabilities from discrimination on the basis of disability in
services, programs, and activities provided by State and local government entities.

Pennsylvania Uniform Construction Code interprets this guideline in
greater detail
State & local governments must ensure that individuals with disabilities are not
excluded from services, programs and activities because programs are not
accessible.

Pennsylvania State Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP)
Local parks should strive to ensure that all people feel invited and engaged in
outdoor spaces by developing ways to overcome barriers through enhanced
access, amenities, and programs

No
DCNR provided guidance at the committee’s request and there is no specific law
or code to guide us. The committee contacted the ADA information line and a few
advocacy groups. There is no federal or state law or guideline regarding
distance.
However, all of the representatives that we spoke with felt that the distance of
500’ was not reasonable if there were other viable solutions available.

Inclusion requires access
Greer Park will become our first truly inclusive park. Therefore access is a
reasonable consideration.

“Belonging is a basic need of every person. For children to belong, they need to
be able to fully participate in everyday activities with their peers. Successful
implementation of inclusion practices, requires appropriate supports and services
to be available”. (Pennsylvania’s Office of Child Development and Early Learning).

Answers to BOS questions from 02.08.21 meeting

Illegal parking issues.
There will no doubt be some who abuse the parking offered. The distance to this
small parking area makes it difficult to police it. The committee feels that with
proper signage, self policing by residents (reporting violators), and a daily visit by
Newtown’s finest, this will help to deter most people from abusing the handicap
parking spots. It will be impossible to stop 100% of the violators but that is
probably true for every handicap spot.

Impact to nearby residents safety and aesthetics.
The view offered to nearby residents is similar in both options as the road will exist
in both concepts. The road is about 100’ from homes and thoughtful screening
measures, such as fencing and plants, will be implemented. Fencing can prevent
trespass if adjoining property owners are concerned. Screening techniques may
be implemented wherever safety could become an issue.

Date a decision is needed
Steve Nease will provide a ECD after talking with URDC.
This is not presently an urgent matter.

The committee met in January to review the parking layouts in Concepts “A” & “B”.
After a discussion we requested that a compromise concept be developed for
consideration with fewer additional parking spots within the park. We met again on
February 1st to review the parking layouts in Concepts “B” revised & compromise
concept “C”. After a discussion the committee voted by a 7-2 margin to recommend
the compromise Concept “C” parking layout.

The committee is seeking concurrence from the Newtown Township Board of
Supervisors to move forward with the Concept “C” parking layout in our planning
process. We believe that it best serves the community.

